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In this paper we give some new lowbzr bounds for the cover-index of graphs with multiple 
edges permitted. The results are aREGERGERGERTGERRTGR3nalogous to upper bounds for the chromatic index. We show 
that a simple graph with cover-index different from the minimum deme has at least three 
vertices of minimum degree. This implies that almost all simple graphs have cover-index equal 
to the minimum degree. 
1. Introduction and termimlogy 
We consider finite graphs without loops, with multiple edges permitted. A 
graph having no multiple edges is siknple. 
The sets of vertices and edges of a graph G are denoted by V(G) and E(G), 
respectively. If X and Y are vertices of G we let &(X, Y) (or just E(X, Y)) 
denote the set of edges of G joining X and Y. The degre of a vertex X in G is 
denoted by &(X), the set of neighbours of X by &(X). We put 
A(G)= max &(X) and 6(G)= min d&C). 
XeV(G) XEV(G) 
The couer-index K’(G) of a graph G is the greatest number i for which there is 
a colouring of E(G) with i colours such that every vertex of G is incident with at 
least one edge of each colour. The chromatic index x’(G) of G is the least number 
i for which there is a colouring of E(G) with j colours such that every vertex of G 
is incident with at most one edge of each colour. It is clear from these definitions 
that K’(G) <6(G) and x’(G) 2 A(G). Both these bounds are attained for many 
graphs (in fact we shall see in Section 6 that “almost all” simple graphs satisfy 
59th equalities). The main purpose of this paper, however, is to exhibit some new 
lower bounds for the cover-index. In doing so we shall often compare these with 
known upper bounds for the chromatic index. It appears there is a certain 
“duality” between such bounds, a duality which extends beyond the theorems and 
into the proof-methods. In this respect this paper can be seen as a companion to 
part of [l]. 
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We need some further notation. For any vertex X of G for 3 
we define 
For any vertex X with less than fws neighbours puf &(X) = $f,(X) = &Lx), 
(For any real J, [sj denotes the greafesf integer nof larger than 8, [sl fhe smaksf 
intcgw not ‘icss fhan s, and for any set A, IAl is fhe eardinality of A,) 
Lxf H(G ) dcnofc the set of add eireuifs of C?, and if O(G) + v) let 
if’ fHG,=Y) WC patt $,,((?)=$(G) and A,,(Q)=A(G). 
A typical example af the duality mentioned ahave can now he afafcd, Hilton 
proves in [ 1 l] that X’(G) gmax (AK?), A,(G)), and although not the mast 
gcncral theorem, the following can be considered the main theorem of fhis paper: 
HC’(GPmmin {6(G), s,,(G)). 
2. The bask lemmas 
For convenience we shall call a connected component of tht subgraph spanned 
by the edges of colours a and b in a given edge-colouring of a graph G an 
(a, b)-component. We shall often interchange colours in such a component. 
We shall deduce our theorems mainly from Lemma 2 below. The proof of 
kernma 2 depends heavily on the following lemma of Fournier [4]. 
L. -_ qmna 1. 1~ G be a conrtected graph which is not an odd circuit. Then the edges 
of G can be coloured with two colours such that each vertex of degree at least two is 
incident with at least one edge of each colour. 
Before we can state Lemma 2 we must give one more definition. Consider a 
fixed edge-colouring of a graph G; we say that a colour b is double (triple) at a 
vertex 2, if Z is incident with at least two (three) edges of colour 6. We now 
define a fan at a vertex X0: a fan at X0 is a sequence of distinct neighbours of X0, 
say J&, . . . , X,,, such that the colour of some edge of E(X,,, Xi) is double at Xi-1 
for 1 s&n. Still keeping the colouring fixed, we let A, denote the set of vertices 
which are in at least one fan at X (hence all vertices of A, need not be in the 
same fzfl) 
Tke &finitions and Lemma 2 can be compared with Lemma 1 of [l]. 
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Lanma 2. Let G be a graph with u’(G) = K which has m edge-colouring with K + 1 
colours such that exactly one colour b is absen: at vertex X, 
present at every other vertex. 
colouring, no colour is double at mare 
is triple at any ucrtm of Ax U {X}, and b 
and all colours are 
than one vertex of 
is not double at trny 
Then, in such a 
Ax hJ {X), no calour 
vertex of Ax. 
I’r~of. We consider 
the lemma, ‘The prssf wnsists of several assertions. 
(iI lf a dour a,, is double at X, thcvt the (a,,, b)=eompsncnt containing x is WI 
odd circuit. 
(ii) IV0 rslour is triple at X, 
(iii) If cohur aI, is double af X and XI is a rrcrtex such that aI, cdours m edge of 
RX, X1 ). then m&her a,, rim b is double at X1, 
l%qf of (iI, (ii) and (iii), If ealolrr u. is dezble at X the (u,,, k)-component 
containing X has no vertices ok’ degree less than two, Tiiar&xe it must bs: an odd 
circuit, because otherwise it could be reealoured, by Lemma 1, to make! bath a(, 
and b present a0 every vertex, which would make all K + 1 colours prcscnr-: atevery 
VM%S of G, contradicting K’(G) = K. This proves (i), and (ii) and (iii) are 
consequences of (i), 
(iv) I.. a calaur al, is double ut X and X1 is a vertex such that a0 colours an edge e 
of EM, X1) and a colour aI is double at X1, then the (a[,, a, )-componerzt of G-e 
containing X, is an odd cir4t, and a I is not doublle at X, 
Proof of (iv). By (iii,, u1 # 6, so the (uI,, a,)-component of G=e containing X1 
has no vertices of degree Icss than two. Had it not been an odd circuit it could be 
recoloured by Lemma 1, e could be given the colour b, and we would have a 
contradiction to K’(G) = K. Therefore the component is an odd circuit. If a, is 
double at X, X cannot be in this circuit, and interchanging the colours a, and a, 
on the circuit and on e gives a colouring satisfying the assumptions of the lemma 
but not (ii), as a, is triple at X. This contradiction proves (ivj. 
The next assumption is quite important as it enables us to “shorten” fans. 
(v) If X,, X2 is G;” ,“an at X, where a colour a, is double at X and colours an edp 
of E(X, X,) and a colour a, is double at X1 and colours an edge e2 of E(X, X2), 
then the (a,,, a,)-component containing X can be recoloured to obtain a colouring 
satisfying the assumptions of the lemma in which a, is double at X and still colours 
e2. 
The recolouring does not affect an-; c edges incident with vertices where a,, or a, is 
triple. 
Proof of (v). Let the edge of E(X, X,) of colour a,, be e,. By (iv), the 
(a,, a,)-component of G-e, containing X, is an odd circuit. If it does not contain 
X we obtain the desired colouring by interchanging the colours a, and U, on the 
circuit and on e,. If the odd circuit does contain X, we interchange a0 and al on 
the (Xx,)-path of the circuit, which does not contain e2. This gives a colouring as 
required, and (v) is proved. 
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(vi) b is not double at any vertex of A,. 
(vii) No colour is triple at any vertex of A,. 
Proof of (vi) and (vii). Let X1, . . . , X,, be a fan at X such that (vi) or (vii) fails 
for X,,. By the definition of a fan there is a colour double at X colouring an edge 
of E(X, X,), and if n > 1 a colour double at Xi colouring an edge of E(X, Xi+l) 
for 1 s i s n - 1. We can assume that all these colours are distinct (otherwise we 
could choose a shorter fan with last vertex X,,). In fact we can assume that n = 1; 
because if,n > 1 we can shorten the fan by using (v) to make X2 ‘he first vertex of 
the fan, leaving the rest unchanged. Then (vi) or (vii) (by the last part of (v)) still 
fails for Xn. This is a contradiction to (iii) (respectively (iv)), which proves (vi) and 
(vii). 
(viii) No colour double at X is double at any vertex of A,. 
Proof of (viii). Assume that (viii) is false and let colour a be double at both X 
and some vertex X’ of some fan at X. We can assume X’ is the first vertex of the 
fan at which a is double. At /X’ the colour b is present, so the (a, b)-component 
containing X’ is disjoint from the one containirrg X (which is an odd circuit, by 
(ii)). Interchanging colours in the component containing X’ leaves the fan un- 
changed and makes 6 double at X’, which contradicts (vi). Hence (viii) is proved. 
(ix) No colour is double at two distinct vertices of A,. 
Proof of (ix). First let 2 be any vertex of A, with the following property: The 
colour c iS double at 2, and Z belongs to a fan at X which does not ‘use’ c (i.e. a 
fan in the graph obtained from G by deleting all edges of colour c). Then we can 
determine the structure of the (6, c)-component containing Z: it must include X, 
because otherwise interchanging colours in it would lead to a contradiction to (vi); 
X is obviously the only vertex of degree less than two in the component (by viii)), 
Z has degree three in it (by (vi) and (vii)), and hence it must consist of a path P 
and a graph If with S(II)&, having exactly one vertex in common (follow the 
component from X until a vertex of degree at least three is encountered; this is 
:he common vertex of P tend H), If H is not an odd circuit it can be resoloured to 
make both I? and c present at all vertices, by Lemma 1, and if nsicessary by 
~~terchat~~~,~q, h and c in such 8 recolouring we can get & double at Z, which regain 
contractrutS ( VO. Hence H is an ode circuit, and it mtist contain the two edges of 
colour c incident with 2, P is 8 path joining X EIR~ Z which uses the edge of 
colour h incident with Z, 
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3. Lower bounds for the cover-index 
In this section we show how a variety of lower bounds for the cover-index of a 
graph can be derived frc-n Lemma 2. Theorem 1 below is in a sense the strongest 
result but the compl&ty of the function f introduced in it makes it difficult to 
apply. Therefore we also state some more easily applicable results implied by it. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a graph and let 8(G) be a set of odd circuits of G. For any 
vertex X of G, let f(X) be defined by 
AcN,(X) 1 min ~~A(dGo-IEO(X,Z)l)+2d~(X)-lA~ IAl+2 1 if I&(X)1 3 2, f(X) -= 
/A 122 
43 (Jo if IN,(X)1 S 1. 
Let f@(G) = min6Ee(G) maxx,vc+) f(X) if 8(G) #0, f@(G) = S(G) if e(G) =a. 
Then K’(G)>min{6(G), f@(G)}. 
Proof. Let G’ be a graph with K’(G)) = K. We prove the theorem by proving that 
if K <6(G’) then K 2 f@(G’). So assume K <6(G’). 
Consider an edge-colcuing of G’ with K colours such that every colour is 
present at each vertex. If we were to double all the edges of some colour we 
would clearly obtain a graph which could be coloured with K + 1 colours all 
present at every vertex, Therefore, if we double only some (possibly none) of the 
edges of one colour we can obtain a graph G” with K’( G”) = K, which has the 
property that there exists two vertices uch that if an edge e joining them is added 
to G” then a graph with coversindex K t; 1 is obtained, Let 0’ be such a graph, ix, 
there exists acolouring of the edges of 0” with K B 1 colours uch that all vertices 
except one or both of the en&vertices ofQ have all colours pregent, and at each of 
the two end-vertices trt moss one colouf is missing (the sgrne for both), Further= 
more, $(W) 3 8(O) and fa( 0’) afo(G’), because any vertex hag the sarnc set of 
neighbsurs in G” and G’, 
Consider such a colouring and let the colour b be absent at X’, As K 
some colour, u say, is double at X’, The (a, &component containing X’ is 
circuit, Let X bc a vertex on this circuit for which f(X) is maximal, Then 
h,(G), If X+ X’, recolour the circuit such that 11 is absent at X, both a and 
/I prcscnt at cvcry other vertex, This is clearly possible, 
G, X and the colouring obtakred satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 2, As c1 is 
double at X, iA,% 13 2 (obviously a does not colour two edges joining X to the 
same vertex). Lemma 2 now states that the following eolours are all distinct: h, 
the d,,( X J-K colours double at X, the & (2) - (K + 1) eolours double at Z for each 
Z in Ax, and the dcl(X)-~z( Ax If3 X, 2>1 eolours eolouring the edges joining X 
to vertices not in Ax, As these distkt colours are to be found among the K =t- 1
colours used, we get 
This implies oaf, and as f(X)~f,(G)af,(G”)~f,(G’) the theorem is 
proved. 
An obvious corollary to Theorem 1 is obtained by neglecting the maximization 
of f on each odd circuit. As this itself is quite a strong result which we shall refer 
to later we state it separately: 
C~~r,lspy 1. Let G be a graph and let f(X) be defined as in Theorem 1. Then 
K’(G)Z%min {S(G), minxCvtc;, f(X)}. 
From Theorem 1 we now deduce the th>eorem entioned in the introduction, 
which is more easily utilized than Theorem 1 itself and which correspond; closely 
to Hilton’s theorem on the chromatic index [ 111, that x’(G) s max {A(G), A,(G)}. 
eorem 2. For* any graph G, K’(G)Bmifi(S(G), &(G)). 
Let 
%ue first prove that for any vertex X, if f(X)<S(G) then f(X)sd,(X). 
P: any vertex with f(X)<S(G). Let the neighbours of X be V,, . . * 7 Kc, 
k a 2, and put q =d,,(V,)-IE(X, V,>l, 1 ~idc, Assume al~a2~~ * -a& Then, 
by definition, 
and d,(X) = [&a, -t uz>JI 
which implies f(X) S,,(X) contrary to the hypothesis that f(X) 




>$(a, +a,)- 1 
which implies that f(X) 3 d&(X). 
If f,(G)< S(G), then maxxEvr,,,, f(X) =f,(G)eS(G) for some odd circuit 4. It 
follows from the above that max ~~~~~~ &AX)+(G) and hence &(G)~f,(G). 
The theorem now follows from Theorem 1. 
Cor~lIw 2. For any graph G, ;c’(G)amin{S(G), minx,v,o, d;(X)}. 
An obvious corollary of Theorem 2, Corollary 2 has in its turn the following 
corollary which is the best lower bound for the cover-index known hitherto. It was 
anni,unced by Gupta in a weaker form in [7], and in the present form in [9]. A 
proof can be found in Fournier’s paper [5], and Hilton has shown [lo] that the 
slightly weaker form is implied by Vizing’s corresponding theorem for the 
chromatic index [ 141. 
3. For any graph G, 
K’(G) s min (dJX)- max I&(X, Y)(). 
XEV(G) YEV(G) 
Another well-known result (Gupta, [H]) which is an immediate corollary of 
Thcarcm 1 or 2 is the following: 
WC naw turn to applying J.xmma 2 to give hounds in another direction, These 
are baund~ corresponding to the following Qrc4hannan bounds for the chromatic 
index of a graph 63: 
Qre CW x’W~n~ax{h(G), maxl~~nci(X)+dn(Y)+do(Z))J). I’ 
Shannon [ 13): x’(G)si$A(G)J. 
Here max,, indicates that the maximum is taken over all paths with exactly 
three vertices (if no such paths exist, x’(G) = A(G)). Ore’s bound can be deduced 
from x’( G ) s max { A( G ), A,,(G)), but the analogous deduction cannot be made 
for the cover-index. Theorems 2 and 3 are independent. 
Corollary 5 below, and presumably Theorem 3 as well, was first discovered by 
R.P. Gupta (a private communication with A.J.W. Hilton). 
Theorem 3. For any graph G which is not bipartite, u’(G) 2 min {S(G), 
minp,, [$fc, (X) + cl,; ( Y) + & (Z) - 2)1}, where the last minimum is taken c)~er all 
paths Pr, with exactly three vertices X, i’, und Z, such that P6 is cantained in an add 
circuit. 
Proof. Let G’ be a graph with u’(G“i = K. We prove the theorem by proving that 
if K Cfi(G’), then 
K3minrd(d,;~(X)+d,f(Y)+d,,~(Z)-2)1. 
P‘, 
Now let G and X’ be exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1, and consider an 
edge-colouring of G with K + 1 colours as constructed in that proof. Then G’ E G, 
ar,,J ,;‘{ “; K. Let colour a be double at X’, and let the two other end-vertices 
(necessarily distinct) of the edges incident with X’ of colour a be Y’ and Z’. Then 
r~(d,;(X')+d,,(Y')+d,(z')-2)1 a min L&&AX) +&(Y) + dot(Z) - 2)1. 
RI 
By Lemma 2, the following colours are ah distinct: b, the d,(X) - K colours 
double at X’, the d, ( I”) -(K + 1) colours double a&t Y’, and the dG (Z’) - ( K + 1) 
colours double at Z’. Hence 
implying “ihe required result. 
The detail of Theorem 3that we can restrict ourselves to paths contained in an 
add circuit, in also true in Ore’s result on the chromatic ndex, In fact Theorem 3 
(and Ore’s result) can be strengthened further by maximizing (respectively 
minimizing) BVOP each add circuit and then minimizi& (respectively maximizing) 
over the set of all add circuits, 
Corollary 5 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3, Note that [$3(G) - $1 = 
#+3)+~J, 
4. Some remarks on the bounds given 
As mentioned earlier, Theorem 1 and its Corollary 1 will in many situations be 
difficult to apply on large graphs. They are included, however, because they 
sometimes do give better bounds than the remaining results. An example of this 
of some interest is the case where the graph G is obtained from a simple cubic 
graph by doubling each edge. Fulkerson [63 has conjectured that if such a graph 
G is 2=connected, then K’(G) = 6. Corollary 1 implies K’(G)& 5 (be 6; 2- 
connected or not), which is a non-trivial result. All the subsequent bounds of the 
preceding section only give K’(G) 3 4. (The result that K’(G) a 5 is not new, 
though. It follows from a theorem of Hilton in [IO], that x’(G) + K’(G) 3 26(G), 
once it is cstab%ished that x’(G) s 7; this latter result can be deduced from 
Theorem 5 in [I].) 
In [5] Fournier gave an example of a class of graphs for which the bound of 
Corollary 3 is best possible. Obviously the results in Section 3 which are stronger 
than Corollary 3 are also best possible for this class. 
Here we shall show that for each non-negative integer i there is a graph with 
three vertices having minimum degree i for which Corollary 5 (and hence 
Theorem 3) is best possible. 
Let T be the graph with three vertices pairwise joined by respectively [ii], 
I;( i + l)], and [$(i + l)] edges (Fig. 2). 
Then ci( Ti) = i. Obviously K’( Ti) s [$ IE( T )\J. AS (E( Ti)l= [#i + 1) j this implies 
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5. Graphs G with d(G)=minxEvco (d,(X)-max,,,,,, (&(X, u)l) 
This class of graphs is interesting because it contains all simple graphs G with 
K’(G) f S(G). The result we prove in this section will in the next be applied to 
simple graphs. 
emma 3. Let G be a graph with K’(G)= K =minvEvtGj (d,(V)- 
maXYd(G) IEG(v, y)l)- A ssume that X is a uertex of G with the following property: 
there exists a graph G” such that G c G”, NG(X) = NG.(X), K’(G)‘) = K and G” has 
an edge-colouring with K + 1 colours such that exactly one colour is absent at X, 
and all colours are present at every other vertex. 
Then in G X is adjacent to at least 2(6,(X)- K) vertices Z such that dG(Z)- 
I&(x, Z,l= K. 
ProoK Let G” be a graph with K’(G”) = K, G c G”, with X having the same 
neighbours in G and in G”, and G” having an edge-colouring with K + 1 colours 
such that exactly one colour 6 is absent at X, all colours being present at every 
other vertex. It follows from the assumptions of the lemma that such a graph G” 
exists. We apply Lemma 2 to G”. Counting distinct colours gives (as in the proof 
of Theorem 1): 
7z (d,.(Z)- IEG”(X, Z)l- K) s 2K - 2d,,,(X) + I&I. 
* 
As d~;~~(;)-IEo(X, Z,la d&Z)- I&(X, Z)l a K, all terms in the sum on the 
left-hand side are non-negative. But at most 2~ - 2dG.(X)+ lAxI terms can be 
positive. The remaining )A, I - (2 K - 2d,.(X) + lAxI, = 2(d,.(X) - K) terms mUSt 
all be zero. The corresponding vertices Z all have dG”(Z)- IEG”(X, Z)l = 
d,;(Z)-)&AX, Z)l= K. As 2(d,.(X)- K) 2 2(d,(X)- K), the lemma is proved. 
Theorem 4. A graph G with K’(G) = minVEVIGj (&( V)-ma:&V@j I&( V, Y)() 
contains at ieast three vertices Z such that dG(Z)-rnaxYEV~G~ lE(Z, Y)( = K’(G). 
rosf. As we have seen (in the proof of Theorem 1) G has a vertex X with the 
property of Lemma 3. WC apply this lemma. 
If dG(X)>S(G), then 2(d~(X)-K’(G))d2(S(G)7Cl-@(G)-1))=4, so G 
contains at least 4 vertices with the required property. 
If d,(X) = S(G), then 2(&(X) -K’(G))~~(S(G)-(S(G)-1))=2. Let Z 
be a neighbour of X such that dG(Z)-(E(X, Z)l = K’(G). Then also 
&(X1 - lE(X, Z)l = K’(G), so X itself and at least two of its neighbours have the 
required property. 
This proves Theorem 4. 
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6. The cover-index of s 
We shall not go into details about the cover-index of simple graphs in this 
paper. We just mention a few results that follow from the preceding part of the 
paper. 
A simple graph G has cover-index 8(G) or 6(G)- 1 (Corollary 3). Let us say it 
is of K’-ChSS 1 if K’(G)= 6(G), K’-Chs 2 if u’(G) = 6(G)- 1. This corresponds 
to the partition of all simple graphs into two classes depending on their chromatic 
index introduced by Beineke and Wilson [2]: a graph is of x’-Class 1 if x’(G) = 
A(G), x’-Class 2 if x’(G) =A(G)+ 1. 
Corollary 6. A simple graph of &Class 2 contains at least 3 vertices of minimum 
degree. 
Corollary 6 is just Theorem 4 for simple graphs. It corresponds to the result of 
Vizing [ 151 that a graph of x’-Class 2 contains at least 3 vertices of maximum 
degree. 
In [3], ErdBs and Wilson prove that almost all graphs are of x’-Class 1, “almost 
all graphs having property p” meaning that the proportion of all graphs with n 
vertices having p tends to 1 as n tends to infinity. The:y do this by proving that 
almost all graphs have a unique vertex of maximum degree. By taking comple- 
ments it follows that almost all graphs have a unique vertex of minimum degree. 
Hence, by Corollary 6, almost all graphs are of K’-ChSS 1. Altogether we then 
have: 
Theorem 5. Almost all graphs are of both K’- and xl-Class 1. 
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